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FEBRUARY 2017 

 

Tree of the month to the 17th is Rowan, thereafter the Ash. 

Wild Flowers of the month to look for, snowdrop on the 2nd; Crocus on the 14th with the 

summer snowflake.    However early or late either of these plants is will give an indication 

of how early or late the season is, since the above dates are optimum flowering days.  One 

other plant that may appear is the yellow petal Lesser Celandine, and the Gorse 

Point of interest indicating how much colder January 2017 is compared with January 2016, 

is that on 20th January this year I found just five flowering wild plants, last year there were 

twenty four such blooms.   Since the soil temperature is well below 6C, and then nothing is 

growing.    I have received comments that the current winter is as mild as the three previous 

winters, in reply I say, some of us have ample physical proof of a much colder winter (as the 

Met Office indicated) plus too the temperature records. However it is a democracy and you 

have your opinion; the snow came in the second week of January as predicted. There is still 

snow lying on the route from here to Sevenoaks.   A whole week too of mean minimum 

below 0C, that is cold.  

 

Little matters in their own mean little, however, when collated they help form a much 

bigger picture; to show this I give some examples, all of which when collated show a 

pattern. There was, albeit, not as much as I hoped, sunshine on Christmas Day and it 

was warm and dry.  So a promise of a good fruit and grain harvest, which, in the case of 

fruit means no damaging May frosts: gentle rain and good growing condition from May 

onwards, the ‘saw’ on 17th January “ if frost = a good spring;” it was frosty on the 17th. 

Add to this the current cold frosty weather – which retards the growth and 

development of fruit buds, therefore giving a later flowering season and a better crop.  I 



hope the above indicates how, with small notice, nature puts together a composite 

picture.  It is a matter of being alert to what nature tells us. 

   

Welcome the February 2017 website entry.    January turned out to be a difficult month to 

predict, for there was such a massive variation across the UK in weather.   Indeed some very 

strange unseasonable weather in Europe too.  I cannot win them all, all of the time.   

However the snows did arrive as predicted in the second week of January, I am therefore 

content that the methodology once again proved itself. 

 

Wind direction contradiction:  The wind direction on 21st December was controlled by a SW 

Storm Barbara – the rule is, ‘if storms then wait until it abates then note the more settled 

direction.’ I waited and it settled to NNE, but immediately Storm Conlon another SW storm 

came along and the wind swung back to the SW for a while.  So, for the first 15 days of the 

month 7 days of SW winds and 8 days of NE winds – in 30 years I have been doing this, first 

time ever such a conflict!  Having said that the predominant wind here in the SE is N/NE; 

other parts of the UK however had a variation of wind direction from SW to W to NW, and 

as such the predicted cold, as here in the SE, was sadly lacking. It has however been a 

strange weather winter so far, snow and ice as far south as the Greek Islands and the 

sunspots of Spain, I cannot win them all.     I glad to say that normality has returned and the 

wind is set fair in the NE quadrant. 

 

Why did I not put a severe surge warning into the January 2017 website page for the 14th when the 

Department of Environment evacuated large swathes of the east coast? And why no warnings in 

December for storms Barbara and Conlon?   Good questions, however the methodology points up 

real storms like Angus, weeks ahead, and I warned of such in September.  Barbara and Conlon, 

with respect to the Met Office did not affect this region (the SE), and the methodology did show 

point this up. The surge of the 14th was noted as highest spring tides but nothing that alerted the 

methodology!   But the concerned look at the data I give and make their own decisions, some e-

mail me and ask directions and clarification, I always give honest replies and clarification.   

    

However the methodology has this month pointed up the spring tides on the 28th – and all 

the warnings are there too.  I do my best to forewarn and forearm, if the methodology 

points it up then it gets a special mention.  I am not perfect, I have to trust the 

methodology, for the greater part it is as good (working 90 days ahead – not 36hours 

ahead) as anything else out there, and better than most.  Having said that if there are any 



pertinent suggestions to further improve the methodology then please make the 

suggestion and it can be discussed. 

 

The comment last month that I feared no more ITV This Morning appearances was 

premature, thankfully.   I took a call mid-afternoon the 9th January to appear the following 

day, to clarify the snow situation, since every forecaster gave a different version.   With a 

rail strike not easy, but ITV were adamant and transport was provided.   I was asked to 

clarify, which I did, the snow situation and pleased to say that the clarification as 100%.  

Once again proving that 1000 year old trued, tested and proven technology beats 

computers any day; however the true adage 'if you put rubbish into the computer - then 

rubbish will come out.'     

The only true reliable true constant is nature itself, and sadly this data is excluded from all 

weather assessments.      On the upside, the highest tides shown here on the website and 

increasingly mentioned by a few (very few) weather presenters, that has got be progress. 

  

So what of February? A damp month since it is the month of least evaporation, therefore 

any cold or dampness will linger, and I think a month of frosts at night, with hopefully dry 

calm sunny days, which in certain regions produces thick morning fogs (as in December).    

We will, here in the SE be under the influence of the bitter easterly winds on the continent, 

as will all the east coast to Aberdeen.    A massive high tide for coastal regions on the 28th 

- and this too is a Met Office stormy period (24th -28th), please be prepared.    

Candlemass 2nd is a Day of Prediction and quite a defining weather day too up to 21St 

March, always a day to be noted.       Towards the last week of the month a slight 

warming of temperatures, and as a result, there may well be some colour appearing from 

spring plants, stitchwort, violets, early bulbs, speedwell to name a few, but all  a 

combination of paler colours, white, pale yellow, light blues, violet and greens (spurges). I 

am quite confident that the cold dry frosty weather herein the SE will remain through 

February. 

 

Look upwards to the tops of the Oak, Elm and Sycamore trees at rooks building their 

nests, if it is to be a windy year, they will find a suitable bough cleft a little lower than 

the top, which will anchor the nest firmly; If not a windy year, then higher and less 

substantial.   It was always the Elm, but the demise due to Dutch Elm has caused the 

birds to 'move trees.'   However the ‘saw’ for the 12th January “Much sun = much wind” 

was in fact here in the SE a sunless day, therefore not a particularly windy year.  

 



My book 'Weather with Technology' is, as I write this, mid-January, out with a team of 

reviewers (many of whom are my peers), when they report back the reviews will be 

collated and entered into the book.  Publication day is mid-February.   It is already on 

Amazon as a pre-order item at £12.99.   The book is an easy to read and understand, a 

more detailed explanation of the website: to encourage anyone, with very little effort - and 

for free - to just walk across the countryside or lanes or gardens , use eyes to look and see 

what nature tells us - and what nature  tells us 90 days ahead.   200 pages, no pictures, of 

necessity a bit plain, but packed with information that everyone can use, for sure it is 

different, but then, the author is considered an 'odd-ball,' by many, it is the accuracy that 

the methodology, if used correctly, that produces excellent results at least 90 days ahead.   

'Odd-ball' I may be, but no-one yet has taken a bet to prove me wrong!                                     

I have set up an account direct from the website to purchase the book direct from me here 

using Paypal, all such purchases I will personally endorse.  Postage is included. There is a 

designated page on the website.   The book should be available mid-February, however 

when you see it is available on Amazon, then it will also be available here.  It is NOT 

available at the moment. 

 I was offered, and accepted, an offer from This Morning to appear on the show to promote 

the book, with the book; Thank you Philip and production team for such a wonderful 

opportunity and gesture.    

The book I understand will also be at the London Book Fair in March.  

Book details can be found by clicking ‘Further information,’ it precedes the book current 

books page. There is also a banner slider too on the website. 

 

 

 

 

David King    Edenbridge    January 2017 



FEBRUARY 2017 
 

NEW MOON  = 26th @ 1500hrs = Fair & mild. 
 1st QUARTER MOON = 4th @ 0418hrs = Rain. 

FULL MOON 11th @ 0034hrs = Frosty 
LAST QUARTER MOON 18th @ 1933hrs = Fair & frosty. 

 
10th Penumbral Lunar eclipse 

26th Annular Solar eclipse 
 

DoP = 2nd = Candlemass 
 

Highest Spring Tides 11th to 13th AND 26th to 28th. MASSIVE HIGH TIDE 28th 
 

Perigee 6th @ 1400hrs;    Apogee 18th @ 2115hrs  
 
  

1st St Brigid  If white every ditch full. 
 
2nd Candlemass  aka as Purification Day of BVM.  Day of Prediction.  Cold 

weather at Candlemass means colder weather after the feast than before. 
    Snow drop blossom day. 
 
6th St Dorothea  Gives most snow.    
 Perigee @ 1400hrs 
 
12th St Eulalies  If sun today, then good for apples and cider.    12th to 14th see 

below. 
    
14th St Valentine  Crocus blossom time.   1st in Lent 
 
18th    APOGEE  2115HRS 
 
21st 2nd in Lent 
 
22nd St Peter  If cold will last longer - the night gives 40 days weather. 
    1st Sunday in Lent 
 
24th St Mathias  St Mattee send sap up tree (usually indicates an early spring).      

If freezing today so for a month. 
 
28th St Romanus  Bright and clear indicates a good year.  3rd in Lent. 
28th Shrove Tuesday So as the sun shines on Pancake Tuesday, the like will shine 

every day in Lent.  Thunder on Shrove Tuesday foretelleth wind, store of  fruit and 
plenty. 

 When the sun is shining on Shrovetide day it is meant well for peas and rye 
 
 
MET OFFICE NOTES: 24th to 28th stormy. 
 
BUCHAN NOTES:  7th to 14th cold period. 
 
The full moon this month is known as the Snow moon. 
 
Rowan is tree of the month up to the 17th, thereafter the Ash. 



General Notes and Comments 
 

Shortest and worst of all months. 
If Candlemass Day be clear and bright, winter will have another flight. 

But if it be dark with clouds and rain, winter has gone and will not come again. 
If Candlemass be mild and gay, go saddle your horse and buy them hay as half the winter’s 

to come this year. 
This day is a very reliable day for wind up to the end of May.   This Quarter Day is not 

however a true 90 day span as are the other three such Quarter days.   Therefore as 
a Quarter Day it requires more caution. 

 
Where-ever the wind on Candlemass Day, there ‘twill stay to the end of May. 

A snow cover in February protects the land from the worst excesses of frost and snow, and a 
slow thaw gently releases the water into the ground.   A sudden thaw accompanied 
by heavy rain is one of the most damaging of weather combinations.   [causing at 

times sever flooding] 
 

February always brings the rain and the thaws the frozen lakes again. 
 

Much February snow, April summer doth show. [yes 4/5 times true] 
A month with snow means spring will be fine. 

 
If freezing on the 24th - will continue for a month, St Mathias breaks the ice, if none, he 

breaks it. 
 

A sunny February brings wet and stormy summer. 
February filldyke, be it black or be it white, but if it be white, ‘tis better to like. 

[regardless of snow or rain, the ditches will usually fill during February.] 
In February if thou hearest thunder, thou shalt see a summer wonder. 

 
Dry February, dry summer. 

 
A warm day in February is a dream of summer. 

February spring ain’t worth a pin. 
 

On Candlemass Day if thorns be a-drop you can be sure of a good pea crop. 
[peas are picked in June which implies a good period] 

 
When drops hang on the fence at Candlemass, icicles will hang on 25th March. 

When the wind’s in the east, it will stay to the 2nd of May. 
If a storm then spring is near, but if bright and clear then spring is late. 
If Candlemass Day do bluster and blow, winter is over, as all do know. 

All the months of the year curse a fair Februair. 
 

If February brings no rain, ‘tis neither good for grass or grain. 
 

February makes a bridge (of ice) and March breaks it. 
 

As the days lengthen so the cold strengthens. 
 

Warm February gives light hay crop, cold February gives heavy hay crop. 
 

Snow in February puts wheat in the granary. 
 

February snow burns the corn. 



 
If the last 18 days of February are wet and the first 10 days of March are mainly rainy, then 

spring quarter and summer too, will prove wet too.   If dry then watch out for drought 
conditions in the summer. 

AND 
From local figures of the above February and march dates if the combined rainfall is less 

than 100mms, then the drought possibility is much higher, A refined calculation. 
There will be a deficiency of rain up to Midsummer day. 

 
Fogs in February means frosts in May. 

 
There will be as many frosts in June as fogs in February. 

February is a damp month, not because of high rainfall, but because of low evaporation rate. 
Often a month of intense cold, as the thermometer falls and the crimson sun sits in an open 

sky. 
A time of burst pipes, and, in a good year, of skating. 

 
So, if you are to have a good summer, alas, February will need to be a cold wet miserable 

month. 
 

See reference to St Catherine - 25th November. 
[At St Catherine, foul or fair, so ‘twill be next Februair.] 

 
When hottest in June - coldest in the following February.[check June readings] 

 
In August, so next February. [check August readings - but what relevance?] 

Warm October - cold February. [check readings] 
 

If late October and early November be warm and rainy, then January and February will be 
frosty and cold.   [ check previous readings.] 

 
  With every thunder with rain in February, there will be a cold spell in May. 

 
Isolated fine days in February are considered as certain to be followed by a storm. 

 
A dry Lent spells a fertile year. 

 
 
  

THE FULL MOON THIS MONTH IS KNOWN AS THE SNOW MOON. 
ROWAN is the tree of the month up to 17th.   Then ASH takes over. 

 
 
 

MONTHLY AVERAGES FOR EDENBRIDGE (USING 1981-2010 FIGURES) 
Mean Max: 8.7C  Mean Min: 0.2C  Mean Avg: 4.45C 
  Rainfall: 54.1mm Sunshine: 87.9hrs (day = 3.14hrs) 
 
Whilst I appreciate the above are local figures, it will be an indication of what the averages 

are, and, of course there will be local variations.   Such variations can be found by 
trawling the various weather websites, or by using the superb data found in the 
Climatologists Observers Link website.   

 
The following figures are for the average temperature at 12 noon and again at 4pm, taken at 

the beginning and again at the end of the month. 



1st  5.7C   5.2C    
29th  7.6C   8.8C 

 
 



DATE Chandler & Gregory Brooks Lamb Buchan Met Office Season

Barry & Perry

February 01 Stormy 24th Jan - 3rd  Gales + rain or snow 20/1 - 29/3

February 02 late winter

February 03

February 04

February 05

February 06

February 07 7th -14th

February 08 8th - 16th Anti-cyclonic 8th - 13th Anti-cyclonic.  Fog probable cold

February 09 period

February 10

February 11

February 12

February 13 peak day

February 14

February 15

February 16

February 17

February 18

February 19

February 20

February 21 21st - 25th Cold spell

February 22 peak day

February 23

February 24 24th - 28th

February 25 stormy

February 26 26th - 9th March Stormy 26th - 9th March Stormy period

February 27 20/1 - 29/3

February 28 late winter



FEB 2017

Date Day Moon Weather DoP Saint/Holy Other Apogee Equinox Met Buchan Super- Highest

Day Day Perigee Eclipse Office moon tides

01/02/2017 W 1st

02/02/2017 T YES Candlemass St Brigid

03/02/2017 F

04/02/2017 S 1st rain

05/02/2017 S

06/02/2017 M St Dorothea perigee

07/02/2017 T cold

08/02/2017 W period

09/02/2017 T 7th

10/02/2017 F Penumbral to 

11/02/2017 S F frosty lunar eclipse 14th highest tides

12/02/2017 S St Eulalies "" 11th -

13/02/2017 M "" 13th

14/02/2017 T Valentines day ""

15/02/2017 W

16/02/2017 T

17/02/2017 F

18/02/2017 S LQ fair & frosty apogee

19/02/2017 S

20/02/2017 M

21/02/2017 T

22/02/2017 W St Peter

23/02/2017 T

24/02/2017 F St Mathias stormy 

25/02/2017 S period

26/02/2017 S N fair &  mild annualar 24th massive highest tides

27/02/2017 M solar eclipse to tide 26th -

28/02/2017 T Shrove Tuesday St Romanus 28th 28th 28th

  




